
                                          CHEESEMAKING EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

 

230 gallon Dari Cool ice bank bulk milk tank with newer compressor,  hooked up and working $2800    

45” W x 62” L X 44 ½” H plus 15” higher for agitator motor, 1 ½ butterfly valve, reversible lid, 220 V, 

Freon 134A * 

Commercial Lettuce chopper used as a curd mill $100 

Stainless steel stirring paddle $35 

Heavy duty Italian made double handle ss cheese knife $40 

Plastic handle double handle ss cheese knife $30 

Pouligny pyramid plastic cheese mold for soft cheese 10 pc.  $3 ea 

Square Taleggio plastic cheese mold with plates, 12 pieces $10 ea 

100 gallon double wall rectangular ss cheese vat with lid, on casters, painted exterior no agitator $3500 

external dimensions 34”W x 54” L x 33 ½ H* 

6 kg Kadova cheese mold no netting 7 pc $65 ea 

1 kg Kadova cheese mold no netting 8 pc $25 ea 

Gist Brocades block heater incubator for delvotest working $40 

Owner built ss blue cheese puncher $150 

SS rectangular perforated cheese scoop $40 

150 gallon ss rectangular pasteurizer – tank with valve - no instrumentation or motor $200 * with lid 

Perforated ss manual milk stirrer $30 

SS Trencher, squeegee, curd shovels, rake, fork - $100 each 

SS triple wall 800 liter Van’t Riet cheese vat built in 1983 NOT A PASTEURIZING VAT $8500 * with lids 

Large plastic basket mold for 15# cheese 10 pc $12 ea 

260 cc SS seamless ladle $22 

25# SS Daisy cheddar molds 3 pc $100 ea 

 SS perforated bottomless round cheese molds for blue cheese 25 pc. $15 ea makes 6-8 lb wheel 

SS Conical Chinese strainer $20 

Adjustable plastic girdle hoops for 15# alpine style cheese 12 pc $50 ea 

40# rectangular SS Wilson cheddar mold 4 pc $100 ea 

Unused fine mesh drain mat 19 ¾  wide (50 cm) by 25 ft. 8” long $70 for the roll 



Boska kaasomatic cheese cutter with extra wires and scoring tool $175 

French brie perforated SS scoop $35 

¼ inch horizontal and vertical SS cheese harps 28 ½ inches x 8 ¼ wide need minor repair $150 

SS curd pail (one flat side) 1 pc $50  

Various and sundry primitive and antique butter churns, ice cream churns and molds for display - please 

inquire 

Refurbished antique painted cast iron British double fulcrum cheddar cheese press with retinned 60# 

cheddar mold $450  * 

Surge belly milk can $40 

Glass titration kit with pipette, color stick and reagents $100 * 

4 oz/118 ml Nasco whirl packs box of 500 mostly full $25 

1 ½” Fountain of Moo ss gooseneck milk tapper for bulk tank $30 

Set horizontal and vertical curd knives 31” wide $300 * 

Set horizontal and vertical curd knives 32 ½” wide $300 * 

 Stainless steel tote with lid 5 gallon $50  

Stainless steel tote with lid 4 gallon $40 

SS Italian curd scoop $30 

SS Cream or culture can $40 

SS Milk can $50 

SS Curd strainer pail $30 

Riveted copper cheese vat, needs minor repair on rim $2500   * 250-300 gallon 

Complete vintage set up - copper Swiss cheese vat with overhead stirring motor, harps, agitator, 

wooden molds, Babcock tester and small boiler. Would make a great display. Vat in good shape and 

could be retrofitted and used.  $6500 * 250-300 gallon 

 

Items marked with asterisk are farm pickup only  

For more information and photos please contact sweethomealyce@yahoo.com 251 986 3111 

Location – south Alabama 
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